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Wounds

Anger

Resilience: increase your defense to 3

Keep up to 12 dice in your Action Pool (AP)

[Gun] *Haste* Gaine the Quickened Condition: +1 all Maneuvers

[Blade] *Protection* Gain the Shielded Condition: +1 Defense

[4CD] (Strike) Adds 5 strike dice to a strike vs. any kind of 

adversity.  Can be comboed with other powers.
[1CD] (Strike) Adds 2 bonus dice to a strike vs. any adversity.

[Gun] *Haste* this power takes 2 slots

[Blade] *Powerstrike* +1 Dice to all Strikes vs. Individuals
[Gun] *Multistrike* +1 Dice to all Strikes vs. Swarms

[Blade] *Shock Eater* Gain 1 CD from Electricity Based Strikes against you
Weapon has 2 Modes:  [gun] and [blade]

Switching between these modes costs takes one round.
you can refuse to be disarmed.  If you agree to be disarmed you 

gain 6 bonus dice to immediately roll for strike/charge pool.

Thaseter and his team have left only broken people in 

their wake.  His cruelty sickens you.  This job you 

would do for free.  If you can come up with a good 

story to illustrate this you will gain one Awesome Token

You know that the Oakenheart jewel mines are 

more unique than even they realize.  Thaseter is 

going to use these crystals to control the Drone.

Stamina:

Force Attack:

Leap Attack:

Soulbound Weapon:
Gunblade

Weapon Upgrade:

Weapon Upgrade:

Multisoul:

Improved Grip:

The Bounty Hunter
Thaseter has earned the price on his head

Melee
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Wounds

Compassion

Resilience: increase your defense to 3

Not Affected by the Darkness or Blinded conditions

You can keep up to 8 Charge Dice in your Charge Pool.

[6CD] (Action) your target takes 1 wound and you heal 1 wound on 

another player.  Does not work on Squads or Swarms.

[6CD] (Action) your target takes 1 wound and you heal 1 wound  

Does not work on Squads or Swarms

[2CD] (Strike) your target suffers the Poisoned condition

Does not work on Squads or Swarms
[1CD] (Strike) adds 2 Bonus Dice to a Strike

[3CD] (Strike, Fire-based) adds bonus dice to strike:

+4 vs Swarms / +3 vs Squads / +2 vs Individuals
[3CD] (Strike, Frost-based)  adds bonus dice to strike:

+4 vs Individuals / +3 vs Squads / +2 vs Swarms

You know that Helix Engineering did not just come 

here to ‘cure’ the Virus.  They created it.

Weakeness:  Electricity

 Your defense vs Electricity based Strikes

 is reduced to 1

Darksight:

Charge Boost:

Life Drain:

Life Transfer:

Poisoning Chi:

Leap Attack:

Breath of Fire:

Sword of Ice:

The Brother
I will protect Thyria unto death

Melee
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Wounds

Anger

Resilience: increase your defense to 3

Add one extra wound circle

Add another extra Wound Circle, for a total of 5

Immune to Darkness and Blinded conditions

[2CD] (Action) this power summons unatural shadows that 

darken the surroundings:  -1 success froma ll affected.
[1CD] (Strike) Adds 3 bonus dice to any strike vs. Adversity 

affected by the Darkness condition.
[2CD] (Strike) Inflicts the Poisoned condition on 1 target if the 

strike does any wounds.
[2CD] (Boost) Adds 3 bonus dice to Strikes vs. Individuals

[4CD] (Boost) This attack is now applied to 2 different targets.  

(Squads can be attacked twice)  Works on Individuals and Squads, not Swarms.

Your humble corporation was bought out by 

Helix Engineering.  Thaseter has ruined your life, 

and all the people that counted on your leadership.  

You are all that remains of that old company.

You know that the Technovirus Thaseter created 

can be cured by your talents and your contacts.  

HE,LLC is not the only savior for the Oakenheart 

Island.  You can help.

Toughness:

Toughness II:

Nightvision:

Conjour Darkness:

Shadowstrike:

Toxin Strike:

Trickshot:

Twin Gun Shot:

The Double Agent
Thaseter deserves worse

Luck
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Wounds

Bloodlust

Resilience: increase your defense to 3

Increase your defense to 4

Immune to Body Drain, Slow, Poisoned and Weakened conditions

Keep up to 12 dice in your Action Pool (AP)

Add one additional Wound Circle.

[3CD] (Strike, Fire Based) Adds bonus dice to strike:

4 vs. Individuals / 3 vs. Squads / 2 vs. Swarms
[3CD] (Strike, Fire Based)  Adds bonus dice to strike:

4 vs. Swarms / 3 vs. Squads / 2 vs. Individuals
[2CD] +1 Bonus Dice to all Fire-Based Strikes when active

  -1 dice to all Frost-Based Strikes when active
[2CD] (Boost) +1 dice to all Maneuvers.  Can be used to Quicken 

other players for 2CD per person.

You were a “test Subject” of Thaseter and 

Dr. Caiphes.  Their work rebuilt you as a 

Drone-like pyrokinetic machine-mortal.  You 

owe them.  That’s why you’re here.

You know Thaseters technology is based 

on Tao Magic as much as Drone Science.  

Without the Sacred Gemstones of the Isle, 

the synthetic disease cannot be produced.

Resilience II:

Body Resistance:

Stamina:

Toughness:

Pyrocannon:

Pyrokinetic Wave:

Pyrokinetic Aura:

Quickened:

The Nemesis
Helix will be undone

Firearms
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Wounds

Vengeance

Resilience: increase your defense to 3

increase your defense to 4

You can roll up to 7 dice from your Strike Pool on a Strike

You can keep up to 8 Charge Dice in your Charge Pool

[2CD] (Strike) adds 4 bonus dice to a Strike vs. an Individual

[2+CD] (Action) Grants the Empowered condition:  +1 to Strikes

Spend 2 Charge Dice to Empower yourself or others
[3CD] (Strike, Frost Based) adds bonus dice to Strike:

+4 vs Individuals / +3 vs Squads / +2 vs Swarms
[3CD] (Strike, Frost Based) adds bonus dice to Strike:

+4 vs Swarms / +3 vs Squads / +2 Individuals
[1CD] (Boost) adds 2 bonus dice to any elemental based strike

(frost based strikes are elemental strikes)

You are in love with Thyria, and you know she 

would never willingly marry anyone else.  She is 

only doing this to save her people.  If you save 

her, and kill Thaseter, then she will be free.

Weakness:  you are weak to Fire

  Your defense vs. Fire-Based Attacks is 2

Resilience II:

Strike Boost:

Charge Boost:

Iron Palm:

Empowering Chi:

Freezing Strike:

Breath of Winter:

Elemental Surge:

The True Love
I will do anything for Thyria

Martial Arts
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